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Hong Kong is a popular tourist destination nearby China. The place is also popular due to being
Special Administrative Region of Peopleâ€™s Republic of China along with Macau. Out of many
destinations of tourist interests, some stand out from the rest. One can embark on Hong Kong
tourism with Hong Kong Disneyland, Hong Kong Victoria Peak, Hong Kong Ocean Park, Ngong
Ping 360, Hong Kong Horse Racing and Hong Kong Wetland Park. Disneyland can be perfect for a
family day, while HK Victoria Peakâ€™s scenery will never allow you to take off your eyes from the
surroundings. Ngong Ping 360 offers enjoyable cable car ride where as Hong Kong Wetland Park
offers wildlife adventures beyond thoughts. And what more Hong Kong tourism doesnâ€™t end here.

More in the list of Hong Kong tourism are Tai Tam Country Park (hiking adventure), Tsing Ma
Bridge, Hong Kong Avenue of Stars (Hollywood of East), Hong Kong museums (for Chinese art,
culture, modern history and science), Lantau island tourist attractions (HK's biggest Country Park),
Hong Kong Lamma Island (sea-food place), Jumbo Kingdom (world-famous floating restaurant),
Dialogue in the Dark (75-minute HK journey through the dark in five different exciting environments
with sounds, smells, temperatures and textures), The DHL Hong Kong Balloon (Visiting HK from a
height of 100 meters in a balloon), Lan Kwai Fong (Night out in HK), and Repulse Bay (most popular
beach of HK).

Even for South Africa Tour, it has an as long and as exhaustive list of places to visit and attractions
to get lost in time as Hong Kong. This is one reason people plan longer holidays before coming here
from all over the globe. Top attractions of South Africa has Cape Town, Krugar National Park,
Durban, Garden Routes, Eastern Cape, Wine lands, Kalahari & Namaqualand and Drakensberg.
These are among the best places in the whole continent fro one or the other reason or specialty.

South Africa tour can get tiring if you have planned it in rush. Diversity of South Africa can be
noticed in its people, culture, language and in the land altogether. Nature has given many gifts it
gifts of gems like diamond and other mineral resources of importance to modern human civilization.
Then there is wildlife and nature calling people to it. City culture is different than the tribal traditions
but both coexist under the same sky. Excursions are integral part of South Africa tour to the places
of plant and animal life research importance.

So which one is for you? Option of Hong Kong Tourism or you would rather go on South Africa tour?
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